




































The Reception of Haruki Murakami’s 1Q84 on the Internet in China
Xiao-wei SHI
????????
?As a “convenience of civilization,” the Internet has already been indispensable in the daily lives of many Chi-
nese people, of which the Internet has influenced nearly every aspect. At the same time, it has also brought about 
great changes in the reading horizon. There seems to be no end to such influences.
?Nowadays, most Chinese readers, especially young ones, only use their campus or local bookstores to preview 
the contents of books in which they are interested. They never buy from these stores, only online.
?Meanwhile, the Internet has become an online library, or reading room, for many young Chinese people. It is 
quite common to see people reading something they have downloaded from the Internet on their smart phones or 
e-readers.
?On the other hand, the Internet has turned into a place for criticism. Readers often use the Internet to exhibit 
their impression of or comments on a book they have read, and to exchange their frank opinions and views. In this 
article, I give a general survey of the Chinese grasp on 1Q84 through Internet comments and criticisms, analyze 
them, and finally attempt to outline the reception of Haruki Murakami in China.
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